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Introduction
1.1

This appendix reviews in more detail the background and options for regeneration,
considering the viability appraisal and respective benefits of the alternative options.

1.2

It sets out the relative merits of the comprehensive redevelopment of Cressingham,
compared with a partial regeneration.

1.3

It concludes that a full redevelopment that gives all existing residents the guarantee
of a high-quality home that meets their needs and which increases the overall
number of homes for council rent is the optimum approach.

1.4

This review is based on viability assessments of massing studies (known to residents
as ‘Option 4’ and ‘Option 5’), which form a baseline of what can be delivered on
Cressingham Gardens. Through a masterplanning process the Council will work with
residents to develop a final model for a rebuilt estate, which the council anticipates
will further increase the number of additional homes for council rent.

Background
1.5

Cressingham Gardens, located in Tulse Hill, was designed by Lambeth Council’s
architects department between 1967 and 1979. The current estate consists of 306
properties. These comprise 201 tenanted properties, 75 leasehold properties, 18
freehold properties. There are 12 void properties.

1.6

Cressingham Gardens was first identified as an estate that would be appropriate for
regeneration in the Cabinet Report of 22nd October 2012 (paragraph 2.8).

1.7

Residents were first approached in 2012 to discuss regeneration of the estate.

1.8

This Estate was approached because it was known that there were a significant
number of properties across the estate that were (and still are) in very poor condition.
The poor state of the properties has since been confirmed through stock condition
surveys, as set out in the Cabinet Paper in March 2015, and the Test of Opinion
survey (Annex D).
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1.9

The Estate was also considered for regeneration in the October 2012 Cabinet Report
because the cost of delivering the Lambeth Housing Standard would be prohibitive
and because refurbishment works alone would be unlikely to resolve fundamental
conditions and design flaws of the properties.

1.10

The various surveys and investigations on the Estate since 2012 have helped to
confirm the above assumptions. However, the reason for inclusion of the Estate
within the estate regeneration programme has since extended also to include
recognition of an opportunity to build more homes, due to the relative low density of
the estate, given its location and public transport accessibility levels. There is scope
for a significant up-lift in the number of homes in this location.

1.11

In this regard, Cressingham Gardens meets all three of the criteria identified in
paragraph 1.10 of the main Cabinet Report.

1.12

Consultation with the residents of Cressingham Gardens estate was first commenced
prior to the Council having fully developed its intentions to provide an extra 1,000
homes at council rent levels and to establish a direct housing delivery programme.
This consultation also started before it had become apparent that the Housing
Revenue Account (HRA) for Lambeth could not fund the refurbishment of the
Cressingham Gardens estate.

1.13

The consultation with residents from the outset sought to consider a variety of options
from full refurbishment through to complete regeneration. Over time, however, it
became increasingly apparent to the Council that only significant regeneration could
be progressed.

1.14

In the knowledge that no full refurbishment scenarios could be progressed because
they would not be fundable through the HRA, the Council made the Cabinet decision
in March 2015 to cease any further consultation on refurbishment scenarios. Despite
the limitations on funding through the Housing Revenue Account, the Council has still
committed £1.4m to carrying out meanwhile disrepair works across the Estate to
make properties weather-tight. Formal s20 consultation on this work has already
commenced.

1.15

Since publication of the March 2015 Cabinet report, further meetings and drop-in
sessions have been held by the Council together with the on-going monthly Resident
Steering Group meetings. There have also been two surveys carried out:



Household Needs Survey (which took place at the end of February/early March);
and
Test of Opinion Survey (which took place during May).

Summaries of these surveys are attached as Annexes C and D.
1.16

Residents at Cressingham Gardens have also been provided with drafts of the
Information for Secure Tenants and Information for Homeowners documents and
have had the opportunity to comment on these documents. These documents have
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accordingly been revised to take into account various concerns expressed by
residents. These documents are attached as Annexes G and H. As stated in the
main Cabinet report, the Key Guarantees in these documents are now proposed to
be fixed for Cressingham Gardens and will be implemented pending confirmation
from Cabinet.
1.17

The Household Needs Survey has provided the following statistical information:



1.18

25% of the secure tenant households at Cressingham Gardens are overcrowded;
and
when provided with an opportunity to make an open comment about life at
Cressingham Gardens, 32% focussed on the state of their property and need for
renovation/improvements and 25% focussed on their housing need.

The Test of Opinion Survey has provided the following statistical information:


74% would like to stay at Cressingham Gardens even if their home was to be
replaced;
 58% are satisfied with standard/condition of their home and 42% dissatisfied; yet
 66% advised that their home suffers from damp/disrepair and 56% advised that it
was difficult to keep their home warm in winter;
and in regard to the consultation that has taken place
 96% of residents are aware of the consultation on the future of the estate;
 88% familiar with the Options 1 to 5;
 78% had received the Information documents and 56% understand these;
 49% felt they had been provided with enough information to formulate a view on
the future of the estate;
and in regard to the different regeneration scenarios
 over 35% chose not to comment on the different scenarios at all;
 in regard to partial regeneration - of those who responded on the scenarios, it is
difficult to determine the degree of support or opposition to partial regeneration
because so many responses were heavily caveated or highlighted other
concerns;
 in regard to complete regeneration - of those who responded on the scenarios,
around 1/3 supported complete regeneration, 1/3 opposed it and for a 1/3 it was
difficult to decipher whether they were for or against.
1.19

The Test of Opinion survey did show that a majority of the residents across the estate
were disappointed that the Council had decided not to proceed with the
refurbishment options, once it had been determined that such options were not
viable.

1.20

The Test of Opinion shows that residents’ views are very mixed. There is a core of
vocal opponents to redevelopment and simultaneously there is a cohort of
proponents of redevelopment. Despite over two years of engagement with residents
to consider options, there remains a majority who do not hold strong opinions for or
against redevelopment of the Estate.
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Other Background Information
1.21

Cressingham Gardens is one of the Hollamby period developments that was
considered for listing by English Heritage but turned down. The Twentieth Century
Society maintain that it is of sufficient architectural or historic interest to merit
designation. This estate is certainly interesting but it would be premature to make
judgements on significance prior to the completion of the borough-wide study.

1.22

Legal due diligence has been carried out to confirm that the Council owns the
freehold of the majority of the Estate. There are a few properties on the Estate that
were disposed of as freeholds. If a Compulsory Purchase Order was confirmed, then
there would be no impediments to progressing regeneration of the Estate. A CPO
would only be required where leasehold or freehold properties have still not been
acquired at the time that a planning application is due to be submitted.

1.23

There has been some initial consultation with other interested parties, such as
Brixton Society and Friends of Brockwell Park; factors such as the impact on the
Brockwell Park Conservation Area will need to be taken into consideration as the
masterplan is developed. This engagement will continue as proposals for the future
of the Estate are developed, together with consultation with the communities living in
the surrounding areas around Cressingham Gardens.

Regeneration Options
1.24

When the residents were first engaged, they were asked an open question about the
future of their estate and the most vocal response favoured refurbishment of the
properties. This led to an exploration of five options, two of which represented
significant regeneration; the other three options retained and refurbished all (or
almost all) the existing properties on the Estate; these refurbishment options were
fully explored with residents but were found not to be fundable and consideration of
them was ceased via a Cabinet decision in March 2015.

1.25

The regeneration scenarios (Options 4 and 5), which the Council has continued to
consider are not masterplans; they are initial massing studies, focussing on those
parts of the Estate that could be regenerated, and demarcating those parts that could
be retained and refurbished. These studies have enabled an approximate estimate
of the number of new homes that could be delivered through regeneration.

1.26

The Options that have been considered to-date should only be considered as
indicative. They identify scenarios for the area of the estate to be regenerated and
the area to be refurbished. They provide some indication of the numbers of new
homes that could potentially be delivered on the different land areas. For the
purposes of the decision in this Cabinet Paper, it is the area of the estate to be
regenerated on which the Cabinet is making a decision. In this respect:


Option 4 represents partial regeneration of the estate (also communicated as
Scenario 1 to residents). This involves demolition of the northern third of the
Estate (naming Crosby Walk, Crosby Way, Longford Walk, Papworth Way,
Scarlette Manor and Chandler’s Way, and possibly the existing community
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building). In the area occupied by these properties a new masterplan would be
developed. This Option involves retention and refurbishment of the remainder of
the Estate together with some infilling amongst the retained properties; and


Option 5 (also communicated as Scenario 2 to residents) represents complete
regeneration of the whole Estate, involving demolition of all the properties on the
Estate and redevelopment according to a new masterplan.

1.27

It is recognised that it was communicated to residents at the end of 2014 that it was
unlikely that Option 5 would be viable. However, in the context of limitations on
funding for refurbishment, the financial analysis of Option 5 has been revisited.

1.28

Table 1 shows the number of homes that would be demolished and provided under
each of the identified regeneration options. These numbers are only indicative of
what might be possible in the regeneration of the Option 4 area or Option 5 (i.e.
entire) area of the Estate. Given that no detailed masterplanning has been
undertaken, the numbers of new homes are mainly relevant in the context of the
preliminary viability assessments that have been carried out to support this feasibility
work.

Table 1
New Homes
Constructed
Option 4

193

No. of
homes
retained
185

Option 5

464

0

No. of homes
demolished

Net additional
new homes

Comment

121

73

Partial Regeneration

306

158

Complete
Redevelopment

1.29

Viability assessments have been undertaken for the above two Options to enable a
comparison between their viability and to enable the Council to consider the degree
to which partial or complete regeneration of the Estate would meet the Council’s
objectives as set out in Section 1 under Delivery Strategy in the main Cabinet report.

1.30

It should be noted that the following analyses have so far been undertaken to explore
the regeneration of the Cressingham Gardens estate:








Stock condition surveys, which have sought to identify the state of the housing
across the estate;
Design Studies (otherwise known as massing studies), which have explored
various scenarios of regeneration and which confirm that additional new homes
could be accommodated across the Estate;
Financial appraisals have been carried out of specified design scenarios
(Options) to ascertain viability of different approaches to regeneration;
Funding availability has been considered to identify what degree of refurbishment
could be afforded;
Extensive consultation and engagement with residents over two years;
Engagement of an Independent Residents Adviser to help residents of all tenures
to understand the implications of the regeneration proposals and the Key
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Guarantees and supporting information that has been made by the Council (see
Appendices G and H);
Household Needs Survey; and
Test of Opinion.

Viability Assessment
1.31

A Viability Report prepared by Airey Miller is attached as Annex E.

1.32

Previously considered Options 1 to 3 were rejected in the March 2015 Cabinet Paper
because they are not fundable. There does not exist the funding within the Housing
Revenue Account to carry out the identified and necessary refurbishment works. The
test for fundability is very different to the test for viability. In Options 1 to 3, all
existing homes on the estate would have remained within the Housing Revenue
Account (HRA) such that any refurbishment of these properties would need to be
funded through the HRA, where the Council has reached its limit on affordability of
borrowing with all remaining headroom allocated to the Lambeth Housing Standard
programme.

1.33

Options 4 and 5, however, can be progressed by other means (such as through a
special purpose vehicle) and the cap on borrowing does not, therefore, apply.
Consideration of these options is consequently by means of financial viability
analysis, looking at scenarios where positive net present values (NPV) can be
achieved.

1.34

Many of the existing dwellings at Cressingham Gardens are in a very poor state of
repair and do not provide good quality homes. Furthermore there are significant
design problems that have been identified through historic stock condition surveys,
which would be very expensive to repair. There are also many unknowns regarding
the condition of stock, where long-term damp problems may prove much more
expensive than envisaged to resolve. In the Council’s opinion, the best case
estimated cost of refurbishment for the entire Estate is £9.4m, as quoted in the March
2015 Cabinet Report; this is a minimum cost. (Note this figure of £9.4m includes the
£1.4m already committed to disrepair works; there is therefore a minimum of £8m
funding that would be required to carry out refurbishment work.)

1.35

In the case of partial regeneration, refurbishment works need to be funded through
the regeneration of the remainder of the Estate. This creates a significant cost
burden on any scenario that retains any proportion of the Estate. In Option 4, 2/3 of
the Estate would be retained and would require refurbishment; it has therefore been
assumed that £5.3m would be required to achieve refurbishment of the retained
properties.

1.36

On any given masterplan that identifies a potential number of homes to be built, the
two key determinants of the viability for new estate regeneration projects are the mix
of tenures within the new development and number of additional homes that can be
accommodated on an estate (in particular the proportion of additional homes versus
replacement homes). In looking at the two Options for Cressingham Gardens, the
viability assessments have started with the Council’s aspirational targets, as set out
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in paragraph 1.23 of the main Cabinet report, and then rowed back from these
positions until a viable solution with positive NPV can be found.
1.37

The baseline assumptions for each of the options are as follows:






1.38

all secure tenanted properties are replaced and re-provided at council rent levels;
80% of leasehold/freehold properties are replaced through an equity swap, the
remainder of leasehold/freehold properties are bought back;
£1.68m of Right to Buy (RTB) receipts are used to support the RTB buy backs;
30% of capital cost of net gain affordable homes is funded by RTB receipt; and
a borrowing rate of 5.57%.

Viable and policy compliant baseline positions (see Table 2) have been identified for
each Option. In summary these reflect the following mix of tenures for the net
additional new homes:

Table 2
Tenure Split for Net Gain New
Homes
Private Sale
Private/market Rent
Discount Rent (80% market)
Local Housing Allowance rate
rent
Council rent

Baseline: Option 4

Baseline: Option 5

60%
0%
0%
25%

60%
0%
0%
25%

15%

15%

Note that the baseline scenarios are both compliant with Council Planning Policy
(minimum of 40% affordable homes) and Council Tenancy Strategy (in which 1 bed
and 2 bed properties can be let at LHA rates, but 3 bed and larger must be let at
council rents)
1.39

Other viable variations have also been considered (see Table 3 and Annex E), which
consider various flexes against the baseline position. These other variations seek to
explore the degree to which other aspirations can be met by, for example, changing
the tenures or increasing the number of homes. Table 3 shows the tenure splits and
numbers of homes according to different tenure for the various scenarios that have
been considered:
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Table 3

1.40

As set out in paragraph 3.7 of the main Cabinet report, the Council has applied a
series of tests to consider how the different options compare. These are considered
below:
Table 4
Positive NPV essential
Delivers the reprovision of existing homes
in accordance with the Key Guarantees

Meets the Council planning policy and
tenancy strategy on affordable housing for
the net gain new homes

Quantum of new homes provided – which
option provides more
Delivers the re-provision of existing homes
in line with the Key Guarantees to
residents
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Both Options can achieve positive NPV
solutions.
Both baseline Options and all variants
of these Options deliver re-provision.
Option 5, however, responds better to
the level of overcrowding indicated
across the Estate from the Household
Needs Survey.
Both baseline Options meet relevant
Council requirements. Some variants
have been tested that are not compliant
with Tenancy Strategy in order to
consider what the maximum proportion
of affordable homes could be delivered.
Option 5 can provide an increased
percentage of affordable homes without
needing to increase scheme density.
Option 5 delivers a greater quantum of
new homes overall
Option 5 responds better to the level of
overcrowding
indicated
in
the
Household Needs Survey.
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Quantum of new homes for council rent –
which option provides more
Tenure split between market and
affordable homes – which option is best
able to provide a 60% affordable/40%
market split

Option 5 delivers a greater quantum of
new homes for council rent.
Whilst neither baselines achieve this
objective, it is easier to move towards
this target in Option 5 than in Option 4
as can be seen in the various scenarios
tested in the Viability Report
Nature of market housing – preference for Whilst neither baselines achieve this
private rent
objective, it is easier to move towards
this target in Option 5 than in Option 4 –
as demonstrated in some of the
variations considered
Pay-back period – preference for shorter The baseline for Option 5 enables a
pay-back periods
shorter pay-back period, which is a
better starting place in viability terms.
Pay-back periods for Option 4 are not
only longer, they are typically over 50
years, which is far too long for
refurbished properties and outside the
likely life-span of the buildings.
Subsidy – which option requires the least Both options rely on a proportionate
subsidy to meet the above objectives
level of subsidy – being £1.5m towards
RTB buybacks and 30% of the
construction costs of the net additional
affordable homes
1.41

Other factors that need to be taken into acount in considering the viability and
financial risks associated with the different Options include:


In complete regeneration there is more scope to increase the number of homes
that can be delivered above that identified for Option 5 because this massing
study does not fully take into account the improved public transport accessibility
in the southern part of the Estate, whereas in Option 4 there is very limited scope
for increasing the number of homes (if this were required to improve viability of
the project).



The refurbishment costs that have previously been identified, as set out in the
March 2015 Cabinet Report, are minimum costs. Any increases in these costs,
particularly since they have to be incurred at the project outset, would
significantly compromise viability of Option 4. The NPV for the baseline Option 4
is so slight and the pay-back period so long, that only a very small increase in
these refurbishment costs would tip this Option into not being viable.



The significant level of over-crowding across the Estate, as identified through the
Housing Needs Survey, means that it may be difficult to resolve this overcrowding in Option 4 without significantly reducing viability of that Option (in that
resolution of the over-crowding would likely require a higher proportion of the net
additional affordable homes to be larger units).
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1.42

In conclusion, from a financial viability perspective, Option 5 would appear to be
preferable.

Assessment of Complete versus Partial Regeneration
1.43

As set out in the March 2015 Cabinet Paper, each of the regeneration options are
also assessed against a set of criteria (encompassing social, environmental and
economic factors); these are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

1.44

Homes meet the Lambeth Housing Standard
Additional homes for Council rent are built
Quality of life for residents is improved
Residents influence over decision-making is increased
The scheme is financially viable for the Council

The table below considers the two remaining Options (as defined in paragraph 1.26):
Table 5

Criteria
Option 4
1. Homes meet the All new homes would meet and
Lambeth Housing exceed the Lambeth Housing
Standard
Standard, albeit given the known
chronic design problems with some
of the properties it may be difficult to
continue to maintain these to the
Lambeth Housing Standard.
It would be unlikely that all the overcrowding already identified across
the whole Estate could be resolved.
2. Additional homes Because of the refurbishment costs
for council rent are loaded onto the project and the
built
limited up-lift in the total number of
homes associated with this Option,
only a small number of additional
homes for council rent can be
delivered.
3. Quality of life for Many, if not most, residents would
residents
is experience disruption in the shortimproved
term; the works to refurbish some of
the properties may require residents
to move out of their homes for
extended time periods.
All
residents in the part of the Estate to
be regenerated would experience
disruption in the short-term.
In due course, most residents would
have an improved quality of life.
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Option 5
All new homes would meet and
exceed
the
Lambeth
Housing
Standard.
All existing over-crowding could be
resolved through the regeneration.

There would be a greater net gain of
new homes for the wider Borough.
This Option enables delivery of more
new homes for council rent. With
only a small increase in density over
the Option 5 massing study, the
Council’s aspirational targets can
almost be met.
All residents would experience
disruption in the short-term.
All residents would experience an
improved quality of life in the longterm.
A greater number of Lambeth
residents currently living in temporary
or inadequate accommodation could
be re-housed in good new homes on
the Estate.
There is more scope in this option to
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Some properties, however, may
remain in poor condition because of
inherent design problems and longterm disrepair.
4. Residents
Some residents would be able to
influence
over influence
the
masterplanning
decision-making is process.
increased
Residents would have limited ability
to influence the refurbishment of
existing properties.
5. Scheme
is The regeneration is viable, but very
financially
viable marginal. A very small increase in
for the Council.
the refurbishment costs would make
the project unviable.
1.45

provide improved community facilities
and amenity and deliver wider
regeneration in the local area.
All residents would be able to
influence the masterplan for the
whole new estate and be involved in
the decision-making regarding the
future of the Estate.

The regeneration is viable and
requires less compromise (compared
to Option 4) against other Council
objectives.

The combination of these factors (the social, economic and environmental
considerations, as well as the viability issues) leads to a recommendation to seek to
redevelop the Estate through demolition of all the existing dwellings and replacement
with new and additional new homes. Regeneration of the entire Estate is preferred.
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Annex A – Plan of the Estate
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Annex B – Masterplan Objectives
Cressingham Gardens – Masterplan Objectives - DRAFT

This set of objectives is an initial draft and will be developed further and refined in
collaboration with residents in parallel with procurement of the development management
team.
A masterplan for the redevelopment of the entire Cressingham Gardens estate.
Objectives to be achieved by the masterplan include:





To be financially viable
To deliver a minimum of 464 homes, in order to regenerate the estate and to
help meet housing need within the London Borough of Lambeth (fixed by
Cabinet decision)
To provide replacement homes for all existing residents (tenants and
homeowners) who wish to remain living on the Estate, in order to enable the
existing community to continue to live on the estate (fixed by Cabinet decision)

While ensuring financial viability:















To maximise the proportion of affordable homes within the net additional homes,
aiming to achieve a target of 60%, in order to help meet housing need within the
Borough;
To work closely with existing residents in the formulation of the masterplan and
design vision for the new Estate;
To reprovide, as a minimum, existing community facilities and play space, taking into
consideration the population increase on the Estate and the opportunity for wider
benefits for the community in Tulse Hill;
To achieve a phasing strategy that maximises single moves and, as far as possible,
eliminates the need to relocate any household temporarily off the Estate; and
considers the needs of residents during the construction period
To take into consideration the location of the Estate, in particular its adjacency to the
amenity of Brockwell Park, from the perspective of both residents on the Estate and
users of Brockwell Park;
To understand the character and characteristics of the existing buildings and layout
that are cherished by existing residents and, where possible, to seek to embrace
these in the new masterplan, design vision and designs;
To embrace good practice environmental and sustainable design principles; including
successful mixed tenure design
To minimise long-term costs in use for residents; and management and maintenance
costs for the estate as a whole and for individual buildings; and
To incorporate any additional discrete plots of land, as agreed with the Council,
where this would improve the quality of the masterplan and achieve a net increase in
the number of homes.
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